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3      WHAT IS THIS BOOK ABOUT?
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�# �	Ҋ��
��+-*% �/�Ҁ� �#)*'*"4�2$/#��(+�/#4ҁ�
was a three year (2017-2020) research 
collaboration project between industry and 
academia funded by Oslofjordfondet and in-
kind by partners. This book is written to inspire 
systems engineering practitioners and create 
curiosity about new ways of working to take the 
./ +�/*2��ޔ$("$.�.�-�)/�$))*1�/$*).ѵ�

We are a network of industry and academic 
partners sharing an interest and engagement in 
systems engineering. Our main goal was to create 
a framework for developing innovations using 
methods and tools combining design thinking 
and systems thinking. We found our current way

of working as rigid and slow moving, leading us 
towards incremental innovations rather than 
�ޔ$("$.�)/�҂2*2҃�$))*1�/$*).ѵ��)�/#$.�%*0-) 4Ѷ�
we explored a toolbox consisting of methods, 
tools and frameworks that enabled us to move 
faster and learn more rapidly through exploration, 
early validation, and knowledge sharing.

We try in this book to share our learnings using 
the toolbox and inspire you and your team to 
apply a new way of working on your journey 
/*2��ޔ$("$.�.�-�)/�$))*1�/$*).ѵ

Enjoy reading!
Kongsberg, June 2020
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What is this book 
about?



Technology
with Empathy



Bridging 
Theoretical Fields

Design occupies an important role within systems 
engineering organisations. Here we mention two 
specialisations within the larger discipline of 
design which were central part of H-SEIF project.

Systems Oriented Design (SOD) 
SOD is about understanding, and interacting with, 
and designing complex systems. The a skill-based 
methodology helps creating an overarching 
+ -.+ �/$1 Ѷ��$)�$)"�/*" /# -��$Ȃ - )/��*(�$).�
��ޔ$("$.��(ޔ�*/�.+' #�/
�.�' ޔ��(�)/�$))*1�/$*).�

through the holistic understanding of the whole 
.4./ (�/#�/�#�.��Ȃ �/ ��*-�#�.���+*/ )/$�'�/*��Ȃ �/�
innovation. 

�$/#$)�*-"�)$.�/$*).Ѷ��*''��*-�/*-.�*ȅ )�)  ��/*�
understand and agree upon the complexity they 
�$/#$)�*-"�)$.�/$*).Ѷ��*''��*-�/*-.�*ȅ )�)  ��/*�
understand and agree upon the complexity they 
are dealing with. Techniques such as gigamapping 
allows bridging of departmental silos in order 
to build shared understandings and arrive at 
common goals.

6   THE H-SEIF PROJECT

10    ��������	
���

15    THEORETICAL FIELDS

25   ����������������
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The H-SEIF 
Project

Context and Goal
�*��4ҁ.�'�-" Ҋ.��' Ѷ�#$"#'4��*(+' 3�.*�$*Ҋ
technical systems converge, depend on each 
other and interact in ways that were not imagined 
just a few years back. 

As scale, scope and complexity increases, there is 
�)� ( -"$)"�)  ��!*-���.4./ (�/$��҂!-�( 2*-&҃�
to manage all this while developing a culture 
/#�/�!*./ -.�҂$))*1�/$*).҃��++'$���' �!*-�#0(�).ѵ�
That is a Human-Systems Engineering Innovation 
Framework (H-SEIF).

Problems Today
This project is about innovation, and the core 
problems it tackled include:

1. Missed opportunities and cost overruns in 
development projects due to the lack of cost-
 Ȃ$�$ )/� �-'4�1�'$��/$*)ѵ�

2. The realized systems lack user-friendliness. It 
is challenging to transfer (human) insight from 
initial design and through engineering. The 
҂#�-���*- ҃�- ,0$- ( )/.�2$)�*1 -�.*ȅ -Ѷ�#0(�)�
aspects.

3. Disruptive products take market shares and 
/ �(.�*ȅ )�!�$'�/*� 3+'*- �) 2�/ �#)*'*"$ .�
during incremental development. Products 
 )��0+�'��&$)"�/# ҂2*2҃�!��/*-��)��'*. �/# $-�
competitive edge.
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The partners within the H-SEIF project have 
conducted research through a collaborative 
research project including four Norwegian high 
tech companies and two academic partners. 

The industrial organisations provide innovation 
services and full-scale systems for the global 
ocean space, such as service vessels, expedition 
1 .. '.Ѷ�.0�. ��.4./ (.Ѷ��)��*Ȃ�"-$��- ) 2��' �
energy systems. The academic partners specialise 
within disciplines such as systems engineering 
and systems oriented design.

Partnerships


)�/#$.�. �/$*)Ѷ�2 �2$''���))4�.0ޕ $--$5 �/# �
�$Ȃ - )/�+�-/) -�*-"�)$.�/$*).��)��/# $-�-*' .�
within the H-SEIF project. 
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Ulstein 

Ulstein Group is a family-owned company 
comprising several marine enterprises within ship 
design & solutions, shipbuilding, global sales and 
.#$++$)"ѵ��'./ $)ҁ.�1$.$*)�$.�/*��- �/ �/*(*--*2ҁ.�
solutions for sustainable marine operations. 


)�- � )/�4 �-.Ѷ�/# 4ҁ1 �#�����./-*)"�!*�0.�*)
strengthening their expertise in systems 
engineering. They are renowned for their 
innovative ship solutions and have used the 
H-SEIF project to explore entering into new 
markets.

Semcon

Semcon is an international product development 
company with more than 2,200 employees 
representing a wide range of expertise. Going 
from idea to production, it performs product 
development projects for its customers. 

For Semcon, the development process is a 
competitive advantage and the H-SEIF project is 
expected to increase the customer value in their 
projects.
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TechnipFMC

TechnipFMC is a global leader in subsea, onshore/
*Ȃ.#*- Ѷ��)��.0-!�� �+-*% �/.�2$/#�уп�4 �-.�*!�
experience supplying reliable subsea systems. 
They operate in a rough environments and make 
use of their systems engineering expertise. They 
are now also going into new energy systems.
 
The company has used the H-SEIF project to 
��.4./ ($��$))*1�/$*)�!*-�*Ȃ.#*- �#4�-*" )�
production.

Kongsberg Innovation

Kongsberg Innovation AS (KI) is a frontrunner 
in Norway for development and industrializing 
innovative technology-based businesses. It aims 
at attracting the best technology based start-ups 
and entrepreneurs to the Kongsberg region. And 
support SME projects with innovation support.

H-SEIF provides tools to speed up the innovation
+-*� ..Ѷ�$(+-*1 �/# $-�1�'0 ��- �/$*)��)��*Ȃ -
opportunities to realize projects from both 
start-ups and the industrial companies in a more 
 Ȃ$�$ )/�2�4ѵ
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University of South-Eastern Norway (USN)

The University of South-Eastern Norway (USN) 
is internationally recognized within Systems 
Engineering (SE) of complex systems. The SE 
+-*"-�(�- � $1 ��/# �спрш��
���+-$5 �!*-�,0�'$/4�
in higher education for excellence in connecting 
academia and industry.

Oslo School of Architecture and Design (AHO)

The Oslo School of Architecture and Design 
(AHO) is internationally recognized as a major 
�*)/-$�0/*-�/*�/# ��- ���' ޔ�("$. �� #/�!*�-*/
Ҁ�4./ (.��-$ )/ ��� .$")ҁѵ�
/.�2 ''�.0$/ ��!*-�
handling complexity, more so for development of 
Ҁ"$"�(�++$)"ҁ�/**'ѵ
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Bridging 
Theoretical Fields

In order to address the complex and multi-
layered problems within industrial processes 
of the present, there was a need to connect the 
theories from a more human-centric design 
thinking point of view, with the theories of 
systems engineering.

Looking at engineering and design together, 
H-SEIF connected and coupled a series of 
individually advanced and highly interesting 
methodologies and perspectives, and applied 
these in an industrial setting.

�4��
��Ҋ	� Ѷ�/#.�' ޔ� . #/�"($"�$-��+-*% �/�
wanted to stimulate the innovative team 
to include aspects of both technology, 
value creation and Human Centric Design 
simultaneously. 

This is new as a systematic study, and has 
produced process innovations for very complex 
innovation projects.



TECHNOLOGY WITH EMPATHY / BRIDGING THEORETICAL FIELDS

Systems 
Engineering

�4./ (.��)"$)  -$)"�җ��Ҙ�$.�� ޔ) ���.�Ҁ��/-�).Ҋ�
disciplinary and integrative approach to enable 
the successful realization, use and retirement of 
engineered systems, using systems principles 
�)���*)� +/.Ѷ��)��.��ޔ$/( $Ѷ�/ �#)*'*"$��'Ѷ�
�)��(�)�" ( )/�( /#*�.ѵҁ�� �0. �/# �/ -(.�
҂ )"$)  -$)"҃��)��҂ )"$)  - �҃�$)�/# $-�2$� ./�
. ). ѷ�҂/# ���/$*)�*!�2*-&$)"��-/!0''4�/*��-$)"�
.*( /#$)"���*0/ ѵ҃�҂�)"$)  - ��.4./ (.҃�(�4�
be composed of any or all of people, products, 
services, information, processes, and natural 
elements. 

Systems engineers are at the heart of creating 
successful new systems. They are responsible 
for the system concept, architecture, and design. 
They analyse and manage complexity and 
risk. They decide how to measure whether the 
deployed system actually works as intended. 
They are responsible for a myriad of other facets 
of system creation.  

16
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Systems engineering is the discipline that makes 
/# $-�.0�� ..�+*..$�' �Ҍ�/# $-�/**'.Ѷ�/ �#)$,0 .Ѷ�
methods, knowledge, standards, principles, and 
concepts. The launch of successful systems can 
$)1�-$��'4�� �/-�� ��/*�$))*1�/$1 ��)�� Ȃ �/$1 �
systems engineering.

A core idea in systems engineering is to 
0)� -./�)��/# �./�& #*'� -�)  �.Ѷ�� ޔ) �
/# �- ,0$- ��!0)�/$*)�'$/4��)��$)1 ./$"�/ �/# �
complete problem throughout its product-life 
cycle - and do this early on in the development 

cycle. Traditionally, SE has been developed 
within Large to Very Large companies in slow 
moving domains focusing on risk reduction. 

H-SEIF looked at innovative teams in start-ups, 
���.��)��'�-" ��*(+�)$ .�!*-�/# $-�.+ ��ޔ$�
needs for system approach, especially in terms of 
responsiveness, adaptability, and agility.

19
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TECHNOLOGY WITH EMPATHY / BRIDGING THEORETICAL FIELDS

Design

Design occupies an important role within 
engineering organisations. Here we mention two 
specialisations within the larger discipline of 
design that were central parts of H-SEIF project.

Systems Oriented Design (SOD) 
SOD is about understanding, interacting with, 
�)��� .$")$)"��*(+' 3�.4./ (.ѵ�
/ҁ.���.&$''Ҋ��. ��
methodology that helps creating an overarching 
+ -.+ �/$1 Ѷ��$)�$)"�/*" /# -��$Ȃ - )/��*(�$).�
��ޔ$("$.��(ޔ�*/�.+' #�/
�ѵ.�' ޔ��(�)/�$))*1�/$*).�

through the holistic understanding of the whole 
system.

�$/#$)�*-"�)$.�/$*).Ѷ��*''��*-�/*-.�*ȅ )�
need to understand and agree upon the 
�*(+' 3$/4�/# 4��- �� �'$)"�2$/#ѵ�� �#)$,0 .�
such as gigamapping allows bridging silos in 
order to utilize the diversity and build shared 
understandings and common goals.

21
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Design Thinking

Design Thinking is a methodology from the 
design professions that was conceptualised 
!*-� )"$)  -.�/*�� �(*- ��- �/$1 ѵ�
/ҁ.���#0(�)�
� )/-$��( /#*�*'*"4�2#$�#�2�.�,0$�&'4���*+/ ��
by the Silicon Valley, and is now in use in a world 
of innovation consultants. 

The design profession is developing new 
/ �#)$,0 .�/*�� �'�2$/#�.4./ (.�$))*1�/$*).ѵ�

This approach has not been tried before in a 
systematic study, and will potentially produce 
process innovations for very complex innovation 
projects. 
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Outcomes

The H-SEIF project incorporated more than 
ten industrial cases. During this project, eight 
(�./ -ҁ.�./0� )/.Ѷ�*) ��#ѵ�ѵ�./0� )/��)��
�..*�$�/ ������ ($��./�Ȃ�0. ��$)�0./-4��.�
Ҁ'��*-�/*-4ҁ�. /Ҋ0+ѵ�

This approach was used to explore and further 
develop visual collaborative methods and tools 
such as Architecture Overviews, Co-creation 
workshops, Gigamapping, while also supporting 
exploration of new tools such as IKA or Interactive 
Knowledge Architecture. 

Outputs include publishing of more than 
/ )�.��ޔ$/( $�+�+ -.Ѷ�*) ��**&��#�+/ -Ѷ��)��
organisation of six cross-industry workshops. The 
project was also covered by Teknisk Ukeblad, 
bringing it to a broader audience. 

The partner companies implemented some of the 
new tools and ways of working during product 
engineering processes. Other tools were only 
tried out in the companies, while a third group 
of ideas were less mature and only explored to 
$).+$- �) 2�/#$)&$)"��� ޕ -��(/$*).ѵ
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Bridging 
Theoretical Fields

Design occupies an important role within systems 
engineering organisations. Here we mention two 
specialisations within the larger discipline of 
design which were central part of H-SEIF project.

Systems Oriented Design (SOD) 
SOD is about understanding, and interacting with, 
and designing complex systems. The a skill-based 
methodology helps creating an overarching 
+ -.+ �/$1 Ѷ��$)�$)"�/*" /# -��$Ȃ - )/��*(�$).�
��ޔ$("$.��(ޔ�*/�.+' #�/
�.�' ޔ��(�)/�$))*1�/$*).�

through the holistic understanding of the whole 
.4./ (�/#�/�#�.��Ȃ �/ ��*-�#�.���+*/ )/$�'�/*��Ȃ �/�
innovation. 

�$/#$)�*-"�)$.�/$*).Ѷ��*''��*-�/*-.�*ȅ )�)  ��/*�
understand and agree upon the complexity they 
�$/#$)�*-"�)$.�/$*).Ѷ��*''��*-�/*-.�*ȅ )�)  ��/*�
understand and agree upon the complexity they 
are dealing with. Techniques such as gigamapping 
allows bridging of departmental silos in order 
to build shared understandings and arrive at 
common goals.
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Tools, Methods 
and Processes

Norwegian high-tech industries face rapidly
changing market needs. The organisations
strive for further reducing risk and cost in the
innovation process while customers demand new
systems that are attractive to use.

System Engineering provides tools and methods
for managing complexity, however the industry
)  �.�/*�!0-/# -�$)�- �. �/# � Ȃ �/$1 ) ..�*!�/#$.
set of tools.


/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�( )/$*)�/#�/�!*-�/# �+0-+*. .
of this overview, we have not created a sharp
distinction between our references to tools,
methods and processes.

�#$.�$.�� ���#/��(ޔ� 0. �2/�.*( �/**'.�($"#/
� ���Ҁ/**'ҁ�2$/#$)�*) ��$.�$+'$)�-4��*)/ 3/��)�
��Ҁ( /#*�ҁ�*-���Ҁ!-�( 2*-&ҁ�2$/#$)��)*/# -
disciplinary contexts.
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What can you expect


)�/#$.�. �/$*)Ѷ�2 ҁ''�/�'&���*0/�/# �!*''*2$)"�/**'ҝ
method in brief: 
1. Gigamapping
2. Interactive Knowledge Architecture (IKA)
3. Illustrative Con Ops
4. Visual Canvas
5. Co-sessions

While some tools/methods have been tested, 
others were explored less rigorously. We remind 
our readers that this booklet aims to provide 
inspiration and generate curiosity and therefore, 
the discussion on relevance and use of the tools 
2$''�)*/�$)�'0� ��)�Ҁ$)./-0�/$*)�(�)0�'ҁ�*!��)4�
kind. The sections will conclude with some 
���$/$*)�'�- .*0-� .�$!�4*0ҁ��'$& �/*�' �-)�(*- �
about the tools/ methods. 

We hope that this will make you curious & inspire 
you to try out them out in your workplace.

“ The objective of the 

H-SEIF project is to develop 

the System Engineering 

toolbox to create concrete, 

tangible improvements for 

Norwegian companies and 

industries.”
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TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / GIGAMAPPING

Gigamapping

When teams want to build shared understanding 
among its members, it becomes essential for 
them to communicate at the same level, to 
discuss views and perspectives that can be 
,0 ./$*) �Ѷ��)���- �/ �.#�- ��&)*2' �" �/#�/�
can be understood by others.

�$"�(�++$)"�#�.� ( -" ���.��)� Ȃ �/$1 �/**'�/*�
�- �/ ��'$")( )/�� /2  )��$Ȃ - )/�./�& #*'� -.�
�)��/*�$)�- �. ��2�- ) ..�*!�/# ��$Ȃ - )� .Ѷ�
creating value that goes beyond gathering data 
and information.

Gigamapping is one of the central techniques 
used within systems oriented design, which 
allows for working with complex problems 
by building shared understandings and sense 
making between participants. 

Developed by Prof. Birger Sevaldson at Oslo 
School of Architecture and Design (AHO), 
gigamapping involves mapping contents across 
multiple layers and scales, utilizing descriptive 
and generative thinking, drawing from a 
designerly way of dealing with complexities.
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TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / GIGAMAPPING

A Workshop 
Guide

Gigamapping within Organisation

Looking at organisational complexity, one can 
hardly trust a process purely based on a rational 
analytical approach, singling out particular 
problems that could be addressed with some 
actions to create an expected result.  We need 
to think of the construction of knowledge in a 
more organic way, where shared understanding is 
something we gain when interacting with others 
and working together to try to understand the 
complexity. 

Gigamapping is about both sense-making of the 
complexity and creating shared understanding 
� /2  )�+ *+' ѵ�
/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�*+ )'4�.  &�*0/�
�$Ȃ - )/�+ -.+ �/$1 .��)�� )"�" �$)� 3+'*-�/$*)ѵ

Workshop at Ulstein

So, how can you work with gigamapping within 
4*0-�/ �(Ѽ�
)�/#$.�. �/$*)Ѷ�2 ҁ''�/�& �4*0�/#-*0"#�
a workshop case study, its goal being teaching 
"$"�(�++$)"�/ �#)$,0 �2$/#$)�*) ���4�/#�/�# '+�
participants bridge inter-departmental silos. 
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TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / GIGAMAPPING

Introduction and Gigamapping 

The facilitators recede as the groups start 
gigamapping, keeping interference minimal. 
�# )�!�� ��2$/#��$Ȃ$�0'/4Ѷ�!��$'$/�/*-.�+-*� �
2$/#�,0 ./$*).Ѷ�# '+$)"�+�-/$�$+�)/.� 3+- ..�
their thoughts on paper even if they have mixed 
feelings about it. This balancing act allows us to 
interfere when hard arguments break in but also 
make space for free expression. 

ZIP Analysis and Discussion
ZIP analysis is a method for generating output 
from gigamapping, a process which engages 
participants in sharing and deliberating, creating 
common ground and building consensus across 
team members.
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Team Communication

Our assumptions are usually based on where 
2 ��- ��*($)"�!-*(Ѷ�# ��( 0ޕ(1$'4�$ ���4�
2#�/�҂.$'*҃�2 �� '*)"�/*ѵ��$"�(�++$)"��'.*�
opens up discussion around diversity and how 
0)� -./�)�$)"�/# �/�.&��)��- '�/$*)�'���$ޕ(*/.�
within teams is crucial for their success.
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TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / GIGAMAPPING

Recommendations

When to use it and what to expect

Gigamap is a visual tool, best suited for 
exploration and in this way, it enables creativity. It 
works well for any part of the design process and 
is an excellent tool for grasping complex systems 
and sharing knowledge through interactive 
sessions. It also supports on-boarding a new 
member on an existing project and can serve a 
reference tool for keeping track of the project. 
This also helps team members stay on the same 
+�" ��)���*((0)$��/ � Ȃ �/$1 '4ѵ

��$)���#/�./ޔ ( /�/# �+�-/$�$+�)/.�- +'$ ���ȅ -�
gigamap were a better understanding of complex 
problems and stakeholders. They also reported 
that gigamap enabled communication and 
ensured that all participants were on the same 
page.
     
Some concerns included whether agreed upon 
actions would be followed-up, and how can it be 
ensured that gigamap gets used as part of their 
daily team work.
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̱'ĤƫăŬăŅŹ�ŨĠØŰăŰ�Ŏė�ŹĠă�

ŨŬŎõăŰŰ�ĠØƔă�ûĤƫăŬăŅŹ�

requirements, including 

goals, timelines, and people 

involved. Gigamap allows us 

to get an outside perspective 

ŎŅ�ûĤƫăŬăŅŹ�ØŰŨăõŹŰ�Ŏė�ŹĠă�

process.”
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TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / GIGAMAPPING

Publications

Bridging Silos: A New Workshop Method for 
Training Silo Busting 

This paper presents a preliminary report on 
the results from a series of workshops on silo 
bridging held in the frame of the Human Systems 
Engineering Framework (H-SEIF) research project 
in 2018-2019. 

Access it here: 
https://systemic-design.net/rsd-symposia/rsd8-
2019/social-system-labs-and-methodology/

Gigamapping, a dynamic tool
Gigamapping is part of the Systems Oriented 
Design (SOD) framework. 

Access it here: 
https://www.systemsorienteddesign.net/
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“How do you map and 

understand stakeholders here, 

which will lead to a product 

or result in the operation? In 

this case, I think gigamapping 

has to be a perfect way of 

populating these issues and 

visualizing what they are.”

“Gigamapping is an 

opportunity to gather several 

perspectives from various 

experts, discuss issues on how 

ûĤƫăŬăŅŹ�ŰŹØķăĠŎĺûăŬŰ�ŨăŬõăĤƔă�

it and build a common 

understanding.”
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Credit: https://vanguardia.com
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Interactive Knowledge 
Architecture (IKA)

Sharing knowledge through architecture is a key 
element in successful development projects. 
	*2 1 -Ѷ��*(+�)$ .�*ȅ )�!�$'�2$/#� Ȃ �/$1 �
knowledge transfer due to poor communication 
of the problem domain between project 
stakeholders.     
 
Communicating knowledge with a variety 
of stakeholders across several sectors is no 
 �.4�/�.&ѵ��*ȅ�!��/*-.�.0�#��.�*-"�)$5�/$*)�'�
boundaries, personal skills, mindset, and 
relations further complicate this interaction.

Inspired by design thinking and informal methods 
in systems architecting, IKA uses visualizations 
and interactive links to provide a usable and 
desirable interface for all users, including but not 
limited to  the systems engineers.
     
IKA was developed by engineers at Semcon. 
It uses a variety of analyses structured in an 
interactive architecture within Power Point with 
�)��$(�/*�.#�- �/# �&)*2' �" �(*- � Ȃ �/$1 '4�
within projects by making it easily accessible for 
the organization as well as the customer.
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A Guide

IKA within Organisations 
The Interactive Knowledge Architecture (IKA) 
is used as a tool to create a common ground 
of knowledge between the main project 
stakeholders including project leaders, team 
members, and customers among others.

As a common documentation structure for 
the whole team, engineers irrespective of 
specialisations can set-up and work with this tool. 
However, it is the systems engineers who are the 
owners of the architecture of IKA. 

Implementing IKA in Project Execution  
The IKA aims to provide the engineering team 
with the ability to navigate between the content 
2$/#�($)$(�'� Ȃ*-/ѵ��# ��-�#$/ �/0- �$.��0$'/�
by placing the slides in a hierarchical structure 
where each new level is decomposed from the 
one above. 
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Introduction to setting up IKA for your project

The IKA is an iterative tool which is in the process 
of development from the moment your project 
./�-/.��ѵ� #.$(ޔ�./$�''$/��(

In order to set-up the tool, the System Engineers 
have to go through the cycle of ‘exploring and 
0)� -./�)�$)"�/# �+-*% �/ҁѶ��0$'�$)"�&)*2' �" �
architecture around the project, sharing that with 
the team, collecting feedback and then repeating 
the cycle. This is the overall process and it starts 
with building your project framework and IKA 
gives you the templates to get started.
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Step One: Building the IKA framework

IKA is built on a hierarchical framework based on 
the SE process. When establishing a new IKA, start 
by building your framework as a place holder for 
your content. 

This template supports Systems Engineers 
so they can get started with the IKA tool by 
documenting the key aspects of the product 
development project.

Step Two: Developing accessible 
knowledge base 

While working on the project, this template 
�''*2.�/# ��4./ (��)"$)  -.�/*�(�& �.0- �/# 4ҁ1 �
collected information on all aspects of the 
project and documented them for easy access. 
The navigational structure is built with the home 
page as a top level. Each category links to a more 
detailed level in the framework.
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Step Three: Documentation and 
Analysis within IKA 

The IKA toolbox provides a large set of templates 
!*-�+ -!*-($)"��$Ȃ - )/�+-*% �/��)�'4. .ѵ��# . �
are usually placed in the lower levels of the 
framework.
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However, the hyperlink feature gives the 
possibility to provide alternative paths between 
views. It is possible to navigate to any page/
external link or document using hyperlinks. 
	*2 1 -Ѷ�/# �+�" ҁ.�+*.$/$*)�2$/#$)�/# �
architecture gives the content its context and 
adds value. The user can also navigate to any part 
of the document with two clicks when using the 
document map.

Step Four: 
Setting up the Navigation within IKA

Navigation is designed to help users understand 
where they are, where they have been, and where 
they can go next. 

The user can navigate through the levels of detail 
in a linear order, going back and forth between 
levels using the navigation bar. We based the 
architecture on a tree structure to give the 
stakeholders a logical overview. 
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Recommendations

When to use it and what to expect

From product development to market 
research, IKA can be used for a wide variety of 
 )"$)  -$)"�+-*% �/.ѵ�
/ҁ.�� ./�0. ��!*-�$)/ -Ҋ
team communication in the early concept phase 
� 1 '*+( )/ѵ�
/ҁ.�(�$)���.�0./$�.$�/ޔ ( " ��.���
communication format for the systems engineers, 
# '+$)"�/# (�� �.+ ��ޔ$��)��.$(+'$!4��*)� +/.ѵ�
The navigation links also gave a rapid knowledge 
transfer for new team members. 

The value of IKA depends on its design and it 
does not replace any of the other documents in 
/# �+-*% �/ѵ�
/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�� ��2�- �/#�/�
���
'�4*0/�($"#/�� + )��# �1$'4�*)�$)/ -)�'�,0�'$/4�
�# �&��)��.$)� �
���- ,0$- .�(�$)/ )�)� Ѷ�
system engineers might perceive using IKA as part 
of their processes as added work.


)�/#$.�. �/$*)Ѷ�2 ҁ''�#$"#'$"#/�.*( �*!�/# �
feedback and learnings from the engineers who 
had the chance to use the IKA tool.
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Standardisation of Knowledge

�# ��-�#$/ �/0- �+'�4 ����ޔ$("$.��)/�-*' �$)�
building a common understanding between the 
engineers. The engineers state they did not need 
any introduction on how to perform the analysis 
0.$)"�/# �
��Ѷ��.�/# �.*ȅ2�- �$.�2 ''�&)*2)��)��
the templates are self-explanatory.

Powerful tool for Project Execution
     
The engineers perceive the IKA to be a powerful
tool for status and meeting activities during 
project execution. Since it was easy to navigate 
through the performed work, the meetings 
 )� ��0+�� $)"�(*- � Ȃ �/$1 �/#�)� �-'$ -ѵ��# �
engineers felt it was easier to get a good overview 
of project status and plan further work. Overall, 
the team perceived the IKA to support increased 
cooperation and felt they were working towards a 
common goal.
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�Ȃ �/$1 ��*((0)$��/$*)
     
With the use of IKA in the project, the engineers 
agree that the standardization of the knowledge 
+- . )/�/$*)�.0++*-/.�(*- � Ȃ �/$1 �
communication.

�Ȃ$�$ )�4��)���*).$./ )�4

The standardization of analysis templates also 
+-*1$� .���(*- � Ȃ$�$ )/��- �/$*)�+-*� ..��.�
well as it ensures consistency between the team 
members. 

“(During project work) IKA 

made it easier to know where 

to look and where to go. ”
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Publications

An action research report on IKA and its 
testing results on in-house teams. 

Reference: 
	ѵ��ѵ�� ). )Ѷ��ѵ��0'' -Ѷ��)���ѵ���'!*0-Ѷ�҂
)/ -��/$1 �
Knowledge Architecture: An intuitive tool for 
 Ȃ �/$1 �&)*2' �" �.#�-$)"Ѷ҃
Published in INCOSE Int. Symp., 2019.

�#$.�+�+ -�$)1 ./$"�/ .�/# � Ȃ �/�*!�� .$")�
Thinking techniques for capturing and 
communicating human values in the early 
phase of Systems Engineering.

Reference: N. M. Sjøkvist and M. Kjørstad, 
҂�'$�$/$)"�	0(�)���'0 .��4��++'4$)"�� .$")�
�#$)&$)"�� �#)$,0 .�$)��4./ (.��)"$)  -$)"Ѷ҃ �
INCOSE Int. Symp., vol. 29, no. 1, pp. 478–499, 
2019.
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This paper looks at how the use of IKA as an 
interactive tool can facilitate collaboration, 
knowledge sharing and enhance the 
understanding of customer needs in 
conceptual phase at a global shipbuilding 
company.

� ! - )� ѷ��ѵ��ѵ���) �*��)���ѵ��%Ų-./��Ѷ�҂�)�
Interactive Tool for Collaboration and Knowledge 
Sharing of Customer Needs in the Conceptual 
�#�. �җ$)�+- ..ҘѶ҃ �
������
)/ѵ��4(+ѵѶ�спспѵ
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The installation A3 as in use at CorPower Ocean. Source:  Emilie Aune, Henrik Lind & Gerrit Muller (2016) 
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Illustrative ConOps

A systems engineer uses ConOps in the early 
phase of innovation to describe the current 
҂�.Ҋ$.҃�./�/ �*!�/# �*-"�)$5�/$*)ҁ.�*+ -�/$*).ѵ�
�# )�/# �!0/0- �./�/ �҂/*Ҋ� ҃�2$''�$).+$- �/# �
visions, desires, and expectations for a new 
system.

Usually, the creation of a ConOps occurs in 
the development of a new system or product, 
upgrade on existing systems or product, or to 
create a strategy involving the whole life cycle of 
systems or product. 

ConOps presents the technology as a black 
box and focuses instead on the people and 
interaction with other systems. This is to enable 
the engineers and users to think and discuss from 
a perspective on how a system interacts with 
users or other systems. By early involvement of 
the end-user, companies can avoid making costly 
design mistakes that reduce the usability of the 
system.
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Case Study: 
Sub-Sea Project

ConOps within Organisations

Illustrative-ConOps should visualize the systems 
in an easy-to understand manner. 

This can be related to storytelling because of the 
illustrations. Customers and users of systems 
can use storytelling to inform their needs in the 
design process and inspire new possibilities. 
A user-focused ConOps will create a collective 
understanding.

A Case Study

�# �.0�. ���)��*Ȃ.#*- �.4./ (.�+-*1$� -Ѷ�
TechnipFMC were going into a new domain 
)�( '4�*Ȃ.#*- �- ) 2��' � ) -"4�.4./ (ѵ�
Their new system, Deep Purple, combines 
*Ȃ.#*- �2$)���)��#4�-*" )� ) -"4�/*�+-*1$� �
a stable and climate-friendly energy source for 
consumers. 

At the early stages of the project they considered 
�$Ȃ - )/�(�$)/ )�)� ��*)� +/.ѵ
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Working with ConOps

�#*2$)"�/# �$''0./-�/$1 ��*)�+.�/*�/# �*Ȃ.#*- �
+ -.*)) '��.�2 �/�'& �Ѷ�#�����+*.$/$1 � Ȃ �/�*)�
the information we were able to gather from 
them. 

The interviewees had no experience with Deep 
Purple, but the illustrations made them comment 
on things they could relate to such as accessibility 
*Ȃ.#*- Ѷ��'�0./-*+#*�$���)��#*2�/*� Ȃ �/$1 '4�
(*1 ��-*0)���0-$)"��)�*Ȃ.#*- �(�$)/ )�)� �
operation.

TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CON OPS

Challenges

Engineering teams seem to be focusing on 
/ �#)*'*"4��)���*./Ѷ�2#$' �0. -ҁ.�� .$-��$'$/4�
*ȅ )�" /.�'*./�$)�/# � )"$)  -$)"�+-*� ..ѵ��# �
Deep Purple project team was therefore looking 
to perform activities that could involve the end-
users early in the design phase.

A challenge arose as there was no Deep Purple 
systems realized, and thus no current users. As 
a substitute for Deep Purple-user, the project 
interviewed subsea personnel working in oil and 
gas. 
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Recommendations

When to use it and what to expect

Using an illustrative ConOps helped the 
� ޕ -�*/�.  2 1$- /($/�*)�/# �,0 ./$*).��.& ��
and create an understanding of the system. 

Illustrative ConOps is well suited to gain insight in 
what potential users of a new system needs, and 
their problems. Overall, including human values 
in the early phase of an innovation project are 
hugely supported through the use of illustrative 
ConOps.

1. Focus on the operation 
 
Discussing operational aspects at the startof 
a large project is essential for success of the 
resulting system. Illustrating the operations in 
a simple drawings improves communication. 
ConOps can facilitate feedback from operational 
and other non-technical persons, and force the 
technical persons to focus on the operations and 
not only technology.
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2. Validation and Rapid Learning
 

''0./-�/$1 ��*)�+.�#�.����*/�� ޔ$/( �$�(   �
 Ȃ �/$1 �!*-� �-'4�1�'$��/$*)�*!�0. -�)  �.Ѷ�
*Ȃ -$)"���"**���++-*��#�/*�!�$'� �-'4��)��/*�' �-)�
rapidly. Stakeholder involvement supports faster 
development by knowledge sharing. 

3. Scenario Making

The focus on human values enabled systems 
 )"$)  -.�/*� '$�$/�) 2�./�& #*'� -�- ,0$- ( )/.ѵ�
Designing visual representations of operational 
scenarios forces the systems engineers to focus 
on users, and helps other stakeholders to give 
feedback on to the system.
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Publications

This paper investigates how to better 
understand end users’ human values at an 
early phase of system design in an innovative 
new-energy project with the focus on the use 
of ConOps.

Reference: R. T. Aarsheim, K. Falk, and S. Kjenner, 
҂�' �/$)"��. -��  �.�� '�/ ��/*�	0(�)���'0 .�
through Illustrative ConOps - a new energy case 
./0�4�җ$)�+- ..ҘѶ҃ �
������
)/ѵ��4(+ѵѶ�спспѵ

This paper explores the use of an illustrative 
Concept of Operation and Pugh matrix as 
tools when evaluating concepts in the subsea 
domain.

Reference: Solli, H., & Muller, G. (2016). Evaluation 
of illustrative ConOps and Decision Matrix as 
tools in concept selection. INCOSE International 
Symposium, 26, 2361–2375. https://doi.
org/10.1002/j.2334-5837.2016.00300.x
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Visual Canvas

Systems developers need a method that captures 
emotional needs from the users and customers, 
and communicates those needs to other project 
members, bridging the gap between the human 
values and the engineering tasks of a project. 

Typically, the emotional needs of humans 
�- �*ȅ )�)*/�$)�'0� ��$)�/# �./�& #*'� -�
- ,0$- ( )/.�+-*1$� ���4�/ �#)$��'Ҋ*-$ )/ ��
customers. Inspired by design thinking, visual 
canvases are designed to elevate human values 
and perception, enabling design of systems that

are desirable, feasible, and viable - where 
desirability includes user experience and user 
interaction.

Visual canvases are artefacts that facilitate 
communication and support decision making. 
In this section we will highlight two canvases 
- Human Stakeholder Analysis Canvas and 
Use Case Scenario Canvas. Building on the 
momentum of the H-SEIF project, further 
development of visual canvases took place 
through projects within industry setting.
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A Case Study


)�/#$.�. �/$*)Ѷ�2 ҁ''�.#*2�����. �./0�4�*!���.4./ (�
development project in Semcon, a medium sized 
innovation consultancy. We implemented two 
visual canvases in an early concept study for a 
customer in the construction industry. One of the 
canvases was used for conducting stakeholder 
mapping and stakeholder interviews. The 
second visual map was used to support concept 
generation by use case scenario mapping. The 
project team used the maps for documentation 
and communication towards customers and 
within the project team.

Project Background

The customer was an international supplier of 
�*)./-0�/$*)�(��#$) -4��)�� ,0$+( )/ѵ��0 �
to stricter regulations, the customer needed a 
system that improved the operational working 
environment by reducing emission from the 
construction machines during operation. 

The challenge was to reduce the dust emissions 
2$/#*0/��*(+-*($.$)"�/# � Ȃ �/$1 ) ..�*!�/# �
machine or the operator.
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Step one: Identifying stakeholders 

The project team conducted an initial research 
during the start-up phase. The customer 
explained the problem and presented the 
stakeholders and their needs. The information 
gave a starting point to the stakeholder map.

The stakeholder map evolved during the 
stakeholder analysis phase, as the team 
�$.�*1 - ��) 2�./�& #*'� -.��)����,0$- ��
new information. The project team used the 
stakeholder map as a tool in conversations within 
the team and with stakeholders which created 
the basis for the stakeholder interviews, use case 
scenarios, and concept of operations.

Step two: Observing and interviewing 
stakeholders 

The project team performed three visits to 
�$Ȃ - )/��*)./-0�/$*)�.$/ .ѵ��# 4�2�)/ ��/*�
visit both small and large construction sites, as 
the customer explained that large construction 
�*(+�)$ .�#�1 ��$Ȃ - )/�)  �.�/#�)�.(�'' -�
companies. The team learned that regulations 
and controls are stricter in urban areas than in 
rural areas, due to neighbours and surrounding 
properties.
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Step three: Analysing the stakeholders

The engineer created Human Stakeholder 
Analysis Canvas for each stakeholder, containing 
a high level summary. The interviewers used the 
canvas for notes during the interviews and for 
!0-/# -��*�0( )/�/$*)��ȅ -�/# �$)/ -1$ 2ѵ�

�# ���)1�.��''*���/� #/�-*!�.�' ޔ�� /.&.��)��
responsibility of the stakeholder, in addition to 
the pains and gains related to the daily work 
interacting with the system. By documenting 
the learnings from stakeholder interviews on 
a canvas, the knowledge was available for 
other members in the project team and to the 
customer.

�/ +�!*0-ѷ�� 4 &�"($(ޔ��1$- -.��)��
stakeholder requirements
 
The human stakeholder analysis, together with 
the user scenarios and the CONOPS, formed 
the foundation for the key drivers and the 
./�& #*'� -�- ,0$- ( )/�.+ ��ޔ$�/$*)ѵ��# �
purpose with the key driver graph was to keep the 
/-�� ��$'$/4�� /2  )�./�& #*'� -�- ,0$- ( )/.�
and the stakeholder needs, and to create a basis 
for discussions during concept development and 
concept evaluation.
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Step Five: Concept Generation and Selection

The project team generated concepts in internal 
brainstorming sessions and in workshops with 
the customer and other experts from the industry. 
The Use Case Scenario Canvas was used to 
!0-/# -�� 1 '*+�0. ���. .���) /.4.� (ޔ ���(
- ,0$- ( )/.�!*-�/# �. ' �/ ��.*'0/$*)ѵ

In the workshops, the workshop facilitator 
+- . )/ ��/# �(�/ -$���./$.$�1�' ޔ�)*-!�')�

stakeholder analyses to provide context to the 
problem. The concepts were later evaluated in 
multiple iterations. 

�� #/�� (ޔ ��.-  ($"( � #�-$/ -$��!*-� 1�'0�/$*)�
based on the input from stakeholder analyses, 
& 4��-$1 -.Ѷ��)��./�& #*'� -�- ,0$- ( )/.Ѷ�2$/#�
the purpose of highlighting the human values in 
the selection of possible solutions.



Use Case Scenario Analysis

Home Page/Use Case Scenario Analysis

Short Description

What to achieve on this case?  
What is the context and background for 
it? 

Actors

Who are the primary actors (represent the 
use case goal)? 
Who are the supporting actors (support the 
use case)?

Preconditions

What are de conditions that must be true 
for this use case to begin?

Guarantees 

What are de conditions that must be true 
at the end of this use case?

Steps (actions)

What is the sequence of steps in which nothing goes wrong?

Human Interaction

How shall the actor (user/operator) interact?

Experience

How shall it look, sound and feel? How shall the 
actor perceive the interactions? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Recommendations

When to use and what to expect

Direct contact with end-users is not always 
possible, known or prioritized in the early concept 
exploration phase. Visual canvases can be used 
to increase awareness of domains of interests, 
in this case - human values, through focusing 
on the user. Learning from the canvases can be 
used to identify needs and transform them into 
./�& #*'� -��)��.4./ (.�- ,0$- ( )/.ѵ�	 - ��- �
some of the outcomes which can be achieved by 
using visual canvases:

1. Building mutual understanding

Complex problems can be hard to grasp 
and communicate with only words. Human 
Stakeholder Analysis Canvas contributes to 
a mutual understanding among the project 
participants where visual presentations helped 
the actors to see the whole picture and facilitate 
discussions. For instance, customers experienced 
that Human Stakeholder Analysis canvases were 
 Ȃ �/$1 �!*-��*((0)$��/$)"�2$/#�(�)�" -.��)��
other external stakeholders.
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2. Developing empathy for human needs

To design for people, the designer must gain 
empathy for who the people are, and what is 
important to them. 

Project participants experience the stakeholder 
$)/ -1$ 2.��)��*�. -1�/$*)��.� Ȃ �/$1 ���/$1$/$ .�
for understanding the needs of stakeholders. 
�*)�0��!�./$.$�1�' ޔ� '+$/'0)�"($/�$'$/�/ .���� // -�
understanding of the problem and its context.

4. Use of multimedia process as an add on

In sessions with participants, the use of photos, 
videos, and visual descriptions has shown to be 
�ޔ$("$.�)/'4�� // -�җ�*(+�- ��/*� 3�'0.$1 '4�/ 3/�
based descriptions) for obtaining knowledge and 
mutual understanding of human values. 

�.$)"�(�++$)"�/ �#)$,0 .�$)�/# �/-�).$/$*)�
� /2  )� (+�/#$5 ���� �*)� (ޔ ���(�)�# '+�$)�
achieving a mutual understanding of stakeholder 
needs.

3. Better learning and synthesis 

The canvases provide a point of view of real 
persons related to the problem of interest. By 
documenting the stakeholder interviews and 
observations on Stakeholder Interview Canvases 
it was observed that the project participants were 
��' �/*�.4)/# .$5 �/# �' �ѵ./$.$�1�' ޔ�)*-!�."($(-
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TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / VISUAL CANVAS

Publications

This paper investigates development of 
the ‘visual canvas tool’ for the purposes of 
ensuring that systems engineers generate 
requirements related to human values.

Reference: 
�ѵ��$)/*Ѷ��ѵ���'&Ѷ��)���ѵ��%Ų-./��Ѷ�҂
)�'0.$*)�*!�
#0(�)�1�'0 .�$)�/# �.+ ��ޔ$�/$*)�*!�.4./ (.�
ѷ��-$�"$)"�� .$")��)��.4./ (.� )"$)  -$)"Ѷ҃ �
INCOSE Int. Symp., vol. 29, no. 1, pp. 284–300, 
2019.

�#$.�./0�4� 3+'*- .�/# � Ȃ �/�*!�� .$")�
Thinking techniques for capturing and 
communicating human values in the early 
phase of Systems Engineering using visual 
canvases.

Reference: 
�ѵ��ѵ��%Ų&1$./��)���ѵ��%Ų-./��Ѷ�҂�'$�$/$)"�	0(�)�
��'0 .��4��++'4$)"�� .$")��#$)&$)"�� �#)$,0 .�
$)��4./ (.��)"$)  -$)"Ѷ҃ �
������
)/ѵ��4(+ѵѶ�1*'ѵ�
29, no. 1, pp. 478–499, 2019. 
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“I know I should take ‘more’ 

the human values into the 

ŰŨăõĤƱõØŹĤŎŅ̐�òƀŹ�ĤŹ�ĤŰ�ĴƀŰŹ�ƔăŬƛ�

easy not to…”

Systems architect

“Systems engineers are 

educated to ignore all 

ŰƀòĴăõŹĤƔă̐�Ʋƀƫƛ�

requirements!” 

Programme Manager
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TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CO-SESSIONS

Co-Sessions

�# )�� 1 '*+$)"���.4./ (�*-�+-*�0�/Ѷ�$/ҁ.�
crucial to avoid expensive changes late in the 
development process. Validation of stakeholder 
needs, prior to project start, is necessary to 
ensure that the right idea is being developed.

Co-sessions as a tool was explored with the 
$)/ )/$*)�*!�+-*1$�$)"�� // -�$)+0/�!*-�/# �҂�'$�$/�
./�& #*'� -҃���/$1$/4��0-$)"� �-'4�.4./ (.�
engineering processes. 

Co-session is a tool for systems engineers that 
consists of a carefully chosen set of tools, a 
planned agenda and structured as a two day 
workshop.

�# �� .$")��#$)&$)"�/**'�Ҁ�*Ҋ�- �/$*)�. ..$*)ҁ�
was investigated within the SE context at Semcon 
by a systems engineering student to see how it 
could contribute as a tool to validate stakeholder 
needs during early development projects.
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A Workshop
Case Study

Co-sessions within industry set-up

Semcon develops products together with 
�0./*( -.�$)���)0(� -�*!��$Ȃ - )/��*(�$).ѵ�
In this work they use co-creation sessions as 
an early phase workshop together with key 
stakeholders.  

Co-sessions engage the customer in the design 
ideation, creative problem solving and decision 
making.

Workshop with Chassis Production Company 

�) �*!�� (�*)ҁ.��'$ )/.�$.���.(�''�+-*�0�/$*)�
�*(+�)4�җҀ�0./*( -ҁҘ�2*-&$)"�2$/#�$)./�''�/$*).�
on chassis. Their users include car dealers, 
entrepreneurs and communes. 

Their primary challenge was the need for 
developing a competitive advantage by moving 
/*2�-�.��$"$/�'��)�Ѷ��- �/$)"�(*- � Ȃ �/$1 ��)��
robust processes.

TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CO-SESSIONS
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Research and Field work

Before the workshop, project members 
0)� -/**&�- . �-�����(ޔ�*/�#/��/#�/�# '+.�/*�
0)� -./�)���0./*( -ҁ.�- �'$/4ѵ��# 4��*)�0�/ ��
��./$.$�1�' ޔ)��$)/ -2 1$ ��2 '+* +�*-&$)"�$)�
manufacturing as well as management personnel 
to understand from their perspective. 

Documentation in terms of process mapping, 
�0./*( -�%*0-) 4.Ѷ�+-*�0�/�'$! ��4�' .���2*ޕ��(
(work habits) were further supported by market 
and trend research. This provided material for 
strategy and analysis work.

TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CO-SESSIONS
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DAY ONE
�*Ҋ. ..$*)�0.0�''4�$)�'0� .�+ *+' �!-*(��$Ȃ - )/�
organisations, such as the customers and other 
relevant people such as external experts. 

Step One: Introduction and Ice Breakers


/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*��- �/ ���+*.$/$1 � )1$-*)( )/�
and make space for free expression. The 
introduction of the participants begins with name 
/�".��)��+'�4!0'�!�($'$�-$.$)"�Ҁ2�-(Ҋ0+ҁ� 3 -�$. .�
like drawing the person sitting next to you. 

This is followed by agenda and rules, 
presentations from external speakers and a 
.0((��#+�/#"$.($� #/�)*-!�."($�(ޔ�!*�4-. �
which serves as content for the ideation. 
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Step Two: Mapping of the problem domain
The group is divided into smaller groups 
working on topics based on the presentation 
and discussions. Participants share individual 
thoughts, then work together with ideas in the 
group.

��. ��*)�/# ��� .Ѷ�/# �"-*0+.�0 'ޔ*-+�- )*/.0
the value proposition canvas and business model 
canvas (by Osterwalder) and build a common 
understanding of how things are today. This 
includes building consensus on problem areas, 
challenges and opportunities.  (Journey maps, 
Post-its and pens)

Step Three: Dinner and Discussion for next day
The groups gather again to meet for dinner and/
or social activities. During the night the group 
gets a reminder of the topics for day two.

TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CO-SESSIONS
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DAY TWO

It starts with a funny warm-up exercise. Then the 
topics and agenda for the day are presented.

Step Five: Topics and Sprints
The groups constitute themselves into new 
groups and start working in fast sprints on three 
to six topics. The groups rotate, so everyone has 
worked on the topics and built on each others 
ideas. (Gigamaps, Post-its and pens)

Step Six : Voting and concept development
The groups present their work in plenary, starting 
a common discussion before the ideas are voted 
on. (Voting stickers) Based on the voting, each 
group get one idea they will develop further into 
���� (ޔ ��*)� +/ѵ�җ�*)� +/�� .�-$+/$*)���/$*)�
plan template Gigamap Post-its and pens)
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Step Seven : Building the Solution Landscape

The two days are summarized by the participants, 
!*''*2 ���4���+- . )/��(ޔ� #/�!*�(*$/'��*)� +/.ѵ�
These concepts were further mapped as 
$))*1�/$*)�/$( Ҋ'$) .�*-�Ҁ.2$(Ҋ'$) .ҁ�/*��- �/ �
'*)"�/ -(�./-�/ "4�/#�/ҁ.���. ��*)�- .0'/.ѵ�

Step Eight: Collaborative Action Planning

This section also sets a foundation of decision 
making for people who will decide if this will 
become a project or not. By condensing and 
validating the next steps for the concept going 
forward, it ensures that the action plan is built 
by collaboration and consensus, making it much 
more likely to be picked up for execution post 
workshop.

TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CO-SESSIONS
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Co-session is recommended to be used in 
the early phase of product development. By 
engaging the customer and the service-providing 
organisation early on, co-creation gives an 
*++*-/0)$/4�/*�!*�0.�*)��0./*( -ҁ.�+ -.+ �/$1 .�
and share knowledge through interaction. 
As a result we build mutual understanding of 
the customer needs. Engaging customers and 
exploring early phase concepts in collaboration 
makes it possible to fail early and learn fast, 
while enabling customer ownership of chosen 
concepts. This builds trust between the parties. 

�) �*!�/# ��- �.�*!��*)� -)�$.�+- Ҋ- ,0$- ��.&$''.ѵ�
Co-sessions involves managing groups of people 
through many tasks, thus a good facilitator is 
*) �*!�/# �& 4�.&$''.�- ,0$- ��!*-��)� Ȃ �/$1 ��*Ҋ
session.

Shorter co-sessions (co-sessions light) can also 
be applied within smaller teams to support more 
collaborative and creative ways of working than 
traditionally used by systems engineers. We have 
adapted this way of working and used it in rapid 
co-sessions within development teams.

TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CO-SESSIONS

Recommendations
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1. Engaging key stakeholders for contributions 
When a diverse group of stakeholders come 
together in an exclusive arena for dialogue, it 
creates a positive space for discussion and open 
mindedness. 

2. Anchor and align stakeholder needs during 
co-creation sessions
By building a common problem and solution 
landscape using unconstrained formats, 
templates and canvases. Inclusive voting creates 
a consensus in the group that we are focusing on 
the right need.
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This paper compares human-centered 
methods applied by the consultancy (in the 
context of early phase development) with 
theory from the body of knowledge within 
Design Thinking and Systems Engineering.

Reference: 
�ѵ��%Ų-./��Ѷ��ѵ���'&Ѷ��ѵ��0'' -Ѷ��)���ѵ��$)/*Ѷ�҂��-'4�
Validation of User Needs in Concept Develop-
ment: A Case Study in an Innovation-Oriented 
�*).0'/�)�4Ѷ҃ �
)/ѵ�	0(ѵ��4./ѵ��)"ѵ�� .ѵ��*)!ѵѶ�1*'ѵ�
876, pp. 54–60, 2019.

This paper investigates the application of 
co-creation sessions as a method in the early
phases of development projects.

Reference: 
�ѵ��0)/1 $/Ѷ��ѵ��%Ų-./��Ѷ��)���ѵ�� 1�'�.*)Ѷ�҂��-'4�
Validation of Stakeholder Needs by Applying 
�*Ҋ�- �/$*)�� ..$*).�җ$)�+- ..ҘѶ҃ �
������
)/ѵ�
Symp., 2020.

TOOLS, METHODS AND PROCESSES / CO-SESSIONS

Publications
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This paper investigates the use of co-creation 
sessions in a shorter and more iterative format 
for systems engineers not skilled in facilita-
tion.

Reference: 
�%Ų-./��Ѷ��ѵѶ��0'' -Ѷ��ѵѶ���'&Ѷ��ѵ�҂���*Ҋ�- �/$1 �
problem solving method for concept explora-
/$*)��)�� �-'4�1�'$��/$*)�$)�#$"#Ҋ/ �#�$)�0./-4 Ѷ҃�
in preparation for INCOSE Journal of Systems 
Engineering, 2020.
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What’s next
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“The end of our
journey..?”

We set out to create a new framework to develop 
�ޔ$("$.�)/�$))*1�/$*).�$).+$- ���4�( /#*�.��)��
tools from design thinking and systems thinking. 

Through our journey we found our challenges 
and ways of working to be more similar than we 
�- +*� Ѷ� 1 )�/#*0"#�2/#"0*#/�/.-ޔ/ �$)��$Ȃ - )/�
�*(�$).��)��*0-��*(+�)$ .��- �*!��$Ȃ - )/�.$5 .ѵ�

The H-SEIF project enabled us to discuss 
challenges and explore solutions across company 

boundaries. We have found the research 
collaboration project to provide valuable 
knowledge transfer and networking between our 
companies and academia where the companies 
have updated their ways of working.

�1 -�/# . �/#-  �4 �-.Ѷ�2 ҁ1 �#������*- �+-*% �/�
team with one to four representatives from each 
partner, discussing challenges and solutions 
through six workshops and exploring six methods 
�)��/**'.�$)�/ )��$Ȃ - )/���. .��/�/# ��*(+�)$ .ѵ
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We have graduated nine master students and 
(soon) one Ph.D. student through the Systems 
Engineering Master Program at USN. We have 
published twelve academic papers providing our 
learnings to the systems engineering community. 
Finally, we have inspired new ways of working 
within the companies using the H-SEIF toolbox.

The team is applying for funding for the H-SEIF 
Phase 2 and will focus on the theme of Big Data 
and Digitisation.

We hope that this booklet has inspired you and 
your team as well. Please contact us if you would 
like more information on the toolbox, or how to 
initiate a research collaboration project yourself.

Lasse Bjørkhaug
H-SEIF Project Manager (Semcon Norge)

Kristin Falk
Professor (University of South-Eastern Norway)
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Additional 
Resources

H-SEIF Project website
Centre for Design Research, Institute of Design 
Oslo School of Architecture and Design (AHO)
https://designresearch.no/projects/h-seif/about 

Contact Project Leaders
Lasse Bjorkhaug, H-SEIF Project Manager
Lasse.Bjorkhaug@semcon.com (951 62 266)

Kristin Falk, Professor (USN)
Kristin.Falk@usn.no (975 86 909) 

Research papers by Doctoral Candidate 
Marianne Kjørstad (USN) 

Kjørstad M, Falk K, Muller G. Exploring a co-
creative problem solving toolbox in the context of 
Norwegian high-tech industry (in press). IEEE Syst 
J. 2020. doi:10.1109/JSYST.2020.3020155

Kjørstad M, Muller G, Falk K. A co-creative 
problem solving method for concept exploration 
and early validation in high-tech industry. In 
preperation for INCOSE Syst Eng. J. 2020.

Kjørstad M, Mansouri M, Muller G, Kjenner S. 
Systems Thinking for Early Validation of User 
Needs in the Front End of Innovation; a Case 
�/0�4�$)��)��Ȃ.#*- ��*�ѵ�
)ѷ�спрш�ру/#��))0�'�
Conference System of Systems Engineering 
(SoSE). IEEE; 2019:382-387. doi:10.1109/
SYSOSE.2019.8753865
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systems engineering practitioners and create 
curiosity about new ways of working to take the 
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